$11$-sentence Checklist

- Topic sentence
  - Did you restate the question?
  - Did you include the title?
  - How about the author?
  - *Challenge:* Did you provide an answer to the question word?
- Example 1
  - Do you introduce your character/example?
  - Do you include a transition?
- Quote/detail to support example 1
  - Do you cite a specific point in the text?
- Comment/Analysis 1
  - Do you tie this evidence back to the topic sentence?
- Example 2
  - Do you introduce your character/example?
  - Do you include a transition?
- Quote/detail to support example 2
  - Do you cite a specific point in the text?
- Comment/Analysis 2
  - Do you tie this evidence back to the topic sentence?
- Example 3
  - Do you introduce your character/example?
  - Do you include a transition?
- Quote/detail to support example 3
  - Do you cite a specific point in the text?
- Comment/Analysis 3
  - Do you tie this evidence back to the topic sentence?
- Conclusion
  - Restate topic and examples to wrap up (i.e. Therefore this proves that...)

**Grammar/Mechanics**
- Are there fewer than three spelling mistakes?
- Are there fewer than three mistakes using grammar?
- Are there fewer than three punctuation mistakes?